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Symbols 
A Area m2 
b Tafel slope V 
c Speed of light (=3·108) m·s-1 
C Capacitance F 
C Concentration m-3 
d Thickness m 
D Diameter m 
e  Elementary charge, (=1.602·10-16) C 
E Electric field strength V·m-1  Electric potential V 
F Faraday constant, (=96,485) C· mol-1 
G Gibb’s free energy J·mol-1 
h Planck constant, (=4.135·1015) eV·s 
H Enthalpy J·mol-1 
i Current A 
I Intensity - 
j Current density A·m-2 
kB Boltzmann constant, (=8.617·10-5) eV·K-1 
me Electron mass (=9.11·10-31) kg 
mi Ion mass kg 
ne Electron density m-3 
ng Neutral gas density m-3 
ni Ion density m-3 
p Partial pressure Pa 
p Pressure Pa 
Q Heat J 
R Resistance Ohm 
R Universal gas constant J·K-1·mol-1 
S Entropy J·K-1·mol-1 
T Temperature  K 
v Velocity m·s-1 
 Volume m3 
W Work J 
z Position m 
Z Charge state - 
   
 Degree of ionization - 
 Ionization coefficient - 
 Charge transfer coefficient - 
 Secondary ionization coefficient - 
0 Permittivity of free space, (=8.85·10-12) F·m-1  Energy eV 
 Efficiency - 
 Electrical conductivity S·m-1 
 Wavelength m 
D Debye shielding radius m 
e  Electron mean free path m 
	 Density kg·m3 

 Permeability of free space, (=4·107) V·s·A-1·m-1 
μ Dynamic viscosity Pa·s 
 Collisional cross section m2 
pe Electron plasma frequency rad·s-1 
pi Ion plasma frequency rad·s-1 
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Kurzfassung 
Die Erzeugung eines Nichtgleichgewichtsplasmas bei Atmosphärendruck zeigt immer wieder Vorteile 
bei Niedertemperatur-Anwendungen und erlaubt den Betrieb, wo Vakuumanlagen nicht realisierbar 
sind. Mikroplasmen, Nichtgleichgewichtsplasmen in Geometrien von weniger als einem Millimeter, 
haben insbesondere gute Eigenschaften hinsichtlich der homogenen chemischen Reaktion und des 
niedrigen Leistungsbedarfes, so dass sie für portable Anwendungen geeignet sind.  
In dieser Arbeit wird das neuartige Design eines Barrierenentladungsreaktors, genauer eines 
sogenannten Mikrooberflächenentladungsreaktors (MSD), für die Anwendung in plasmaunterstützten 
katalytischen Brennstoffreformern präsentiert, um in einer Hochtemperatur (HT) Polymer-Elektrolyt-
Membran-Brennstoffzelle eingesetzt zu werden. Die Erzeugung von hohen elektrischen Feldern, die 
für die Entladung benötigt werden, wurde simuliert und die einzelnen Komponenten analytisch 
betrachtet.  
Durch Anwendung von mikrotechnologischen Prozessen wurde die monolithische Kombination 
elektrischer und fluidischer Komponenten realisiert. Die praktische Machbarkeit des Reaktors wurde 
während der Auslegung berücksichtigt, mit einem Fokus auf der Integration in eine Brennstoffzelle 
und minimalem Volumen. Dieses war abhängig von der Anpassung des Reaktors an die kleinsten 
industriell verfügbaren Generatorkomponenten. Um die Entladungs- und Plasmaeigenschaften zu 
charakterisieren, wurde der Reaktor optisch, elektrisch und thermisch analysiert. 
Die Verwendung des MSD Reaktors wurde für die Reformierung von Methan in Wasserstoff für 
Brennstoffzellenanwendungen untersucht. Dazu wurde ein spezielles Gehäuse angefertigt, um den 
mikrostrukturierten Reaktor mit pneumatischen und elektrischen Makroverbindungen zu verschließen. 
Die Umsatzrate, die Produktselektivität und der Wirkungsgrad der Reaktion wurde für 
unterschiedliche Durchflussraten des Edukts, dessen Zusammensetzung, sowie bei Anwesenheit eines 
heterogenen Katalysators, bei verschiedenen Plasmaleistungen durchgeführt. Der wesentliche Umsatz 
des Methans, sowie thermische, mechanische und chemische Beständigkeit des Reaktors wurden 
demonstriert. Besonders wurde ein synergistischer Effekt entdeckt, wobei sich die Bildung von 
Wasserstoff signifikant steigerte, bei der Verwendung einer Kombination von Plasma und einem 
Katalysator gegenüber dem Betrieb ohne.  
Zukünftige Versuche mit anderen Brennstoffen und bei erhöhter Temperatur könnten zu einer 
Weiterentwicklung führen und einen Beweis für die Umsetzbarkeit des Reaktors liefern. Diese 
Fallstudie zeigt, dass derartige Reaktoren ein großes Potential für portable Leistungsquellen haben. Es 
handelt sich bei den untersuchten Reaktoren um die den ersten miniaturisierten, portablen Reaktoren. 
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit sollen als Basis für weitere Forschung dienen. 
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Abstract 
The production of non-equilibrium plasma at atmospheric pressure has and continues to prove 
advantageous for low-temperature applications where use of vacuum pumps is not feasible. 
Microplasmas, plasma generated in sub-millimeter dimensions, have proven capable of producing 
such characteristics for homogeneous chemical reactions and, as of late, have been designed to allow a 
portable operation with low power requirements.  
In this work, the novel design and application of a barrier type electrical discharge reactor, a so called 
micro surface discharge (MSD) reactor, is presented for application in plasma-assisted catalytic fuel 
reformation for a portable High-Temperature (HT) Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell 
(PEMFC). The reactor is optimized for temperature durability and leak tightness based on material 
choice and geometry. The generation of the high electric fields needed for electrical breakdown were 
simulated and analytically contemplated. 
Using micro-technological processes, the combination of electrical and fluidic components was 
realized monolithically. The practical feasibility of the device was strongly taken into consideration, 
with focus on the device-fuel cell integration and minimal reactor volume, which was dependent on 
the adjustment of the reactor design with respect to the smallest industrially available generator 
components.  The reactor was optically, electrically and thermally analyzed in order to characterize the 
breakdown mode and plasma properties.  
The use of the MSD reactor for the reformation of methane into hydrogen for application in fuel cells 
was investigated, using a purpose built enclosure to connect the micro-structured reactor to various 
macroscopic interfaces, such as standard pneumatic and electrical connections. The conversion rate, 
product selectivity and reaction efficiency were examined with varying flow rates, inlet gas 
compositions, heterogeneous catalyst presence and plasma power loads. Significant methane 
conversion, as well as thermal, mechanical and chemical durability of the reactor was observed. 
Specifically, a synergistic effect was discovered where the production of hydrogen was significantly 
higher with a combination of plasma and catalyst than the addition of their productions separately. 
Future experiments with other fuels and at elevated temperatures could continue to develop and prove 
the feasibility of this reactor in portable reforming applications. This case study has proven significant 
potential for portable power generation applications and is the first truly miniaturized portable reactor 
optimized for such applications. The results from this work should serve as a basis for further research 
of even more compact systems with even higher efficiency. 
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In this work, the design and integration of a miniaturized plasma-assisted catalysis system with the 
fuel cell is presented. In order to obtain an understanding of the complete fuel cell system, the fuel cell 
kinetics, as well as its thermal management is presented in chapter 2. Plasma generation and 
interaction, as well as chemical reaction and catalysis must also be considered in order to develop an 
optimally efficient reactor. These aspects are presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Proper design, 
optimization and microfabrication are integral in the resulting reactor product and are discussed in 
chapters 6, 7 and 8. The finalized design from this scientific research was analyzed to determine the 
effectiveness of such a system for practical application. These results are presented in chapter 9 and 
have shown a positive result for the reduction of fuel reformation temperature. Additional methods of 
improving the marketability of RMFC systems are presented in chapter 10, with a specific focus on 
reduction in system cost and integration. Finally, this work is summarized and future improvements 
and further experiments are presented in chapter 11. The results from this scientific work have given a 
positive possibility for enhancing portable energy solution in the near future. 
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2 Fuel cell fundamentals 
2.1 Fuel cell description 
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that continuously convert chemical energy into electrical energy 
(and some heat) for as long as a fuel and oxidant is supplied. Fuel cells are similar to both batteries 
and combustion engines, as they are both electrochemical cells and consume a fuel of some sort. Fuel 
cells have existed since as early as 1839, when William Grove and Christian Schoenbein generated 
electricity from hydrogen and oxygen by reversing water electrolysis [3]. Since that time, fuel cells 
have slowly developed, with leaps in advancement after the development of the alkaline fuel cell 
(AFC) by Francis Bacon in 1954 and the solid polymer fuel cell by General Electric in 1960. Both fuel 
cell types saw application in the U.S. manned space program (Apollo, 1965 and Gemini, 1962, 
respectively). The various types of fuel cells that exist are generally characterized by the electrolyte 
that they employ. In Table 2.1, five of the most common fuel cells are listed, with their respective 
operating characteristics.  
 
Table 2.1 List of various noteworthy fuel cell electrolytes and the ion which they exchange [3] 
Fuel cell type Electrolyte Charge 
carrier 
Operating  
temperature
Fuel Electric 
efficiency 
(system) 
Alkaline FC  
(AFC) 
 
KOH 
 
OH- 60-120 °C Pure H2 35-55% 
Proton 
exchange 
membrane  
(PEMFC) 
 
Solid polymer 
(such as Nafion) 
 
H+ 50-100 °C Pure H2 (tolerates 
CO2) 
35-45% 
Phosphoric 
acid 
(PAFC) 
 
Phosphoric acid H+ ~220 °C Pure H2 (tolerates 
CO2, approx. 1%) 
40% 
Molten 
carbonate FC 
(MCFC) 
Lithium and 
potassium 
 carbonate 
 
 CO32- ~650 °C H2, CO, CH4, other 
hydrocarbons 
(tolerates CO2) 
>50% 
Solid oxide 
FC (SOFC) 
Solid oxide 
electrolyte 
(yttria, zirconia) 
O2- ~1000 °C H2, CO, CH4, other 
hydrocarbons 
(tolerates CO2) 
>50% 
 
Though effective for the space program, where pure hydrogen fuel could be supplied, AFCs are 
known to absorb carbon dioxide due to their strong alkaline electrolytes, which leads to degrading 
conductivity when operated with reformed fuel. The phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) on the other 
hand can tolerate lower quality fuel flow and operates at temperatures above 200 °C in order to 
activate the conductivity of its electrolyte. PAFCs have been effectively applied to stationary power 
systems, but are known to have generally lower power densities compared to other low temperature 
fuel cell systems.  
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The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) uses a polymer membrane that is able to be 
constructed as a very compact unit with all components, called the membrane electrode assembly 
(MEA). For this reason, PEMFCs have found wide application where higher power densities are 
needed. The discovery of Nafion (sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene, DuPont) in 1972 specifically enabled 
the development of fuel cells with high durability and operation with high carbon dioxide content (see 
Table 2.1). 
PEM fuel cell systems commonly use “stack” construction (see Figure 1-6) in order to improve the 
compactness of the design. Single cells are constructed in very thin segments with high surface area in 
order to allow maximum power density. The cells may be connected in series to increase the system 
output voltage. Electrically conducting bipolar plates are used to combine both the fluidic and electric 
tasks of the enclosure and current collector. Due to their compact construction, PEMFCs are the most 
common fuel cell for portable applications, such as automobiles and forklifts. 
The molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) are two extremely 
effective power generation units for large scale stationary applications. These approaches have the 
advantage of higher efficiencies and broader fueling options compared to low temperature fuel cells. 
However, both MCFCs and SOFCs have the disadvantage that they are not easily scaled to smaller 
applications. Rapid cycling of such fuel cells is not possible due to their high operating temperatures 
and the reduced efficiency in small geometries due to increased heat loss from a higher surface area to 
volume ratio. 
2.2 Fuel cell electrochemistry 
All fuel cells operate on the same functioning principle. A fuel is supplied to the anode side of the 
electrochemical cell and is oxidized into electrons and protons, which is known as the oxidation half-
cell reaction. For fuel cells operating on hydrogen, two electrons are freed from their protons, which 
are allowed to exchange across the electrolyte (see equation 2.1) [3]. 
   	 
     (2.1)
Oxygen is then reduced by the transferred protons at the cathode, forming water. This reaction is 
known as the reduction half-cell reaction. For fuel cells that exchange anions, the ions are transferred 
from the cathode to the anode (see equation 2.2).  
   	  	 
       
 
(2.2)
Though these reactions vary depending on the type of fuel cell, the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen 
will result in the same overall equation and electrochemical potential, (see equation 2.3). 
 	          (2.3)
In addition to the MEA, fluidic and electronic components are required to supply fuel and oxidizer, as 
well as lead electric current to a specific load. The electrodes usually consist of a current collector, 
which is a conducting porous material such as a metallic mesh or porous carbon paper. The current 
collector ensures that fuel may reach the electrolyte, while allowing the electrons a path across the 
load with minimal resistance. Fluidic components include a geometric enclosure to contain the fuel 
and oxidizer and distribute its flow over the respective electrode. Pumps and valves may be used to 
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%&'  (&)*(  %&'  "#$
+
  (2.7) 
Using tabulated values for the OCV, 1.23 V is available from hydrogen fuel with a HHV of 
285.84 kJ/mol. The theoretical efficiency of an electrochemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen is 
roughly 83% at room temperature (25 °C). For reasons to be explained in the next section, actual 
OCVs range from 0.5 to 0.8 V, relating to roughly 40% to 65% cell efficiency. 
2.4 Carnot efficiency 
To quantify the benefits of electrochemical cells compared to heat engines for portable applications, it 
is common to determine the system efficiency available from the Carnot cycle [3]. The Carnot cycle 
expresses the theoretical efficiency of a heat engine which extracts work from thermal energy, and is 
dependent on the heat sink temperature, TL, and the heated temperature, TH, as calculated by equation 
2.8. 
%&',-(+&     . /  (2.8)
In order to obtain a theoretical 83% efficiency, as is available from a hydrogen fuel cell operating at 
room temperature, a thermal system would need to operate at a temperature above 950 K. Such 
temperatures are not suitable for dynamic and miniaturized operation, and are used to display the 
performance benefit of fuel cells at low temperature operation.  
2.5 Energy loss mechanisms 
Several factors limit fuel cells from reaching their theoretical potential in practical application. Three 
main factors take affect at various current densities that contribute to reduction in the cell voltage. At 
low currents parasitic losses due to reaction activation are dominant, which are known as activation 
losses, at medium currents ohmic loss becomes dominant and at high currents, the loss of fuel 
concentration through insufficient mass transport loss becomes the most dominant factor. These losses 
can be identified on the polarization curve of a fuel cell, which relates the cell voltage to current (see 
Figure 2-2). 
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Ohmic loss 
At increasing currents, activation loss becomes insignificant and the main potential loss becomes 
dominated by cell resistance. This region of the polarization curve follows a quasi-linear relationship 
as given by Ohm’s law, where E is the cell voltage, I is the cell current, and R is the cell resistance. 
  -  :; (2.11)
As well as electrical connections, the membrane and catalyst ion conductivity play an extremely 
important role. Membrane conductivity can be dependent on temperature and impurity levels. Nafion, 
for example, requires specific humidification for optimal performance, requiring complicated water 
management. Overall membrane resistance is kept to a minimum by reducing its thickness and 
increasing area. This can be understood according to the relationship of the cell resistance, R, to d, the 
membrane thickness, A, the membrane area and , the membrane conductivity, as given in equation 
2.12.  
;  <=> (2.12) 
Concentration loss 
At high current levels, the cell voltage is limited by the flow of oxidizer and fuel to the cathode and 
anode, respectively. The Nernst equation relates the partial pressures of the reactants and the product. 
As the partial pressure for the reactants, PH2 and PO2, falls and the partial pressure of the product, PH2O, 
rises due to saturation of the catalyst, the cell voltage will fall to zero. The current produced at this 
point is known as the short circuit current (SSC) (see equation 2.13). 
    8 $ 2" ?/@A?/@?A@5   
(2.13)
The limit of the current density is strongly dependent on fuel and oxidizer concentration, therefore the 
use of pure oxygen instead of air and pure hydrogen instead of reformate allows higher power 
densities before a large decrease in cell voltage incurs. Optimal distribution of the gases over the 
catalyst is also necessary, therefore computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is often used to design 
bipolar plate channel geometries. At locations where the fuel and oxidizer contact the electrodes, a 
high voltage will be present, though this voltage decreases at locations further from this contact due to 
their depletion from the chemical reaction.  
On the micrometer level, the three-phase boundary (TPB), as shown in Figure 2-3, also becomes an 
important aspect in mass transport. The TPB is defined as the location where the normally gaseous 
fuel/oxidizer contacts the solid catalyst and the liquid (gel) electrolyte. This surface area must be 
maximized as it is the location where the fuel cell reaction actually takes place, and its size limits the 
reaction rate and therefore the power density. This can be done by reducing catalyst particle size, 
which in turn increases its surface area to volume ratio, as well as hot pressing the particles to the 
electrolyte to ensure ideal contact.  
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3 Plasma fundamentals 
Sometimes referred to as the fourth state of matter, plasma is ionized gas and is the most common 
form of matter in the known universe [17]. Due to its ionized state, plasma exhibits properties that 
make it useful for, among other things, electrical engineering (high power switches), chemical 
engineering (surface engineering and ozone generation) and nuclear fusion research. Ionization of a 
neutral gas molecule can occur through thermal, radiative and electron energy transfer, where the 
increased energy of the molecule is enough to release an electron from one of their atomic orbits. 
Ionization allows the gas, which is normally insulating, to be influenced by, and generate, its own 
electric and magnetic fields. In most cases, plasma itself remains quasi-neutral as a whole, due to an 
equal number of positive and negative charge carriers. 
3.1 Plasma properties 
Though plasma is simply defined, its parameters can vary so greatly that they are often used to 
categorize it into various types. Because plasma differentiates itself from neutral gas through the 
presence of charge carriers, it is important to determine the electron density or ion density, ne and ni 
respectively, which are commonly given in units of cm-3. These parameters can be further applied to 
determine the degree of ionization , which refers to the ratio of ionized atoms to the neutral gas 
density, ng. This parameter gives insight into the plasma’s electrical impedance and its response to 
magnetic fields as given in equation 3.1 [17].  
B  C*C* 	 CD (3.1)
Due to the fact that multiple electrons may be ionized from a single molecule, as well as that electrons 
may also be bound to ions in the form of anions and not be alone as free charge carriers, the ratio of 
electrons to ions may be unequal and is defined by the average charge state Z. This value is important 
in determining how plasma responds to alternating electric fields. 
E  CC*  (3.2)
3.2 Plasma parameters 
Plasma is not only defined by its own properties, but by how it may be affected externally. Various 
plasma parameters exist relating to frequencies, velocities, time scales, length scales and many 
dimensionless factors.  
Plasma is a quasi-neutral volume of electrons and cations that repel and attract each other in an 
intricate way. For this reason, small alterations in charge density throughout its volume lead to 
coupled motion and propagation of electron density waves. The resulting charge oscillation frequency 
can be related to the plasma properties by the electron plasma frequency, pe. The same results for ion 
charge density is defined as the ion plasma frequency, pi. 
FG  HC
IJ FG*  HE
C*
I*J  
(3.3)
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Due to their much larger masses and lower energies compared to electrons, ion based collisions occur 
at a much lower frequency for thermally non-equilibrated plasmas. For this reason, a Lorentz collision 
model can be applied solely for electron-ion momentum transfer. In this case, the Newtonian force is 
balanced by the Coulomb force between two particles with charge, Z, with an offset, z (see equation 
3.7) 
IP  R <STOUU  R <S
E*
VWXYJZ[V[\
U
U  
(3.7) 
The Lorentz collision model derives a collisional friction that slows the electrons moving through an 
electric field. From this model it can be determined that low velocity electrons have longer interaction 
times and are therefore more strongly deflected by coulomb forces. Higher velocity electrons on the 
other hand have shorter interaction times and travel more directly along the electric field lines. 
Since the velocity as well as the density of the electrons strongly impacts the plasma resistivity, the 
current may also be derived from the Coulomb collision model. The current flowing in plasma is 
directly dependent on the electron velocity, as well as the electron density, as presented in equation 
3.8. This model is further applied in section 4.4.2 in order to determine the current density, je, in an 
ionized gas due to an alternating electric field, as given by equation 3.8. 
]  P ^ 
 ^ C (3.8) 
3.3.2 Collisional cross section 
The collisional cross section c of an electron is the effective area of over which a collision between an 
electron and another particle can occur. In the case of electron neutral collision, as is common in 
plasma, the effective area of an electron is small enough to be neglected, and the area of the neutral 
particle becomes dominant. Specifically, c=r2, where r is the radius of the neutral particle. The 
collisional cross section is also dependent on the energy of the colliding electron. Lower velocity 
electrons, due to their longer interaction times, produce larger collisional cross sections, while higher 
velocity electrons exhibit smaller cross sections. 
Cross sections vary depending on the type of collisional interaction, including elastic, ionizing, and 
excitational and, for the case of molecules, dissociation. 
The electron mean free path, e, is a further parameter based on the collisional cross section and the 
gas density, ng,, and defines the average distance that an electron may travel before a collisional event 
occurs (see equation 3.9). This value is vital in determining the collisional frequency. 
K  _CD (3.9)
For ideal gases, the gas number density, ng, can be determined based purely on the pressure and 
density as given in equation 3.10. 
CD  `MN  (3.10) 
 
In this equation kB is the Boltzmann constant, p0 is the gas pressure and T0 is the gas temperature. The 
Loschmidt constant, which is the number density at 1 atm and 0 °C, is equal to 2.687x1019 cm-3, which 
is exactly equal to 1 amagat.  
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3.3.3 Excitation 
Collision of free electrons with neutral atoms or ions can lead to electrons being moved into higher 
energy orbital levels of the neutral atom. The interaction takes place as given in equation 3.11. 

69 	 =a  =ab 	 
6c9 (3.11)
These higher states are normally unstable and result in a return of the electron to its previous state 
within several ns, upon which they return to their ground state. The particle will then radiate a photon 
of a specific energy equal to the difference in the higher energy level, either in the deep-UV, UV, 
optical or IR spectrum, as given by equation 3.12.  
=ab  =a 	  (3.12)
The wavelength, , of the emitted photon can be calculated from the following equation, where h is the 
Planck constant and c is the speed of light. 
6
9  deK  (3.13)
Table 3.1 gives the possible transitions for molecules and the photon energy that they normally emit. It 
can be see that low energy rotational and vibrational transitions emit in the infrared wavelengths, 
while higher energy electronic transitions emit in the visible and UV bands.  
Table 3.1 Emission wavelengths and energies of various transition processes after electron collision [17] 
Wavelength (nm) Energy (eV) Transition Process 
105-104 (infrared) 0.01-0.1 Molecular rotational transition 
104-103 (infrared) 0.1-1 Molecular vibrational transition 
103-102 (infrared to ultraviolet) 1-10 Ionization and electronic transition 
 
The photons emitted are, in some cases, of high enough energy to produce further interactions when 
they collide with other particles, including further excitations or ionization and dissociation. 
Ultraviolet radiation for example, has enough energy to generate ozone from oxygen molecules in air. 
3.3.4 Ionization 
When a collisional event causes an electron bound to a particle to gain energy up to and beyond the 
ionization energy ( > IE), it is removed from its energy level and travels independently as a cation 
(see equation 3.14). 

69 	 =a  =a 	 
 (3.14)
An anion is produced when an electron collides with an atom and is trapped within its electric 
potential barrier, as given by equation 3.15. The excess energy involved in this reaction is then 
released upon separation of the electron from the anion.  

69 	 =a  =a (3.15)
3.3.5 Dissociation 
Dissociation can be considered the most important particle interaction for plasma chemical reactions. 
It deals with the creation of molecular radicals that may be converted into new and altered molecules. 
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Dissociation occurs when the energy of a colliding electron exceeds the bond energy; the molecule is 
then broken into neutral and/or ionized fragments (see equations 3.15 and 3.17). 

69 	 =a  =	a 	 
 (3.16)

69 	 =a  = 	 a 	 
 (3.17)
Depending on the total collisional energy, several fragments and further electrons may be created 
simultaneously.  
3.3.6 Recombination 
Recombination is the recapture of an electron by a cation and occurs when the electron energy falls 
below the level of the missing electron energy shell (see equation 3.18). Ionizing events are balanced 
with recombination events when plasma is in equilibrium. 

69 	 =a  =a (3.18)
3.3.7 Metastability 
In certain instances excitation of an atom may result in electron configurations that are metastable, 
allowing them to remain in this state for an extended period of μs to ms.  Metastable states allow for 
several complex interactions. Specifically, resonant energy exchange is possible between two similar 
neutral constituents, where a collision of one metastable and one non-metastable constituent is able to 
transfer the heightened energy back and forth. Metastable states also allow an intermediate point for 
ionization and dissociation. This may occur when the other particle in a collision with a metastable 
particle is dissimilar and has a lower ionization or dissociation potential. The metastable energy may 
be sufficient to ionize or dissociate this constituent by collisional energy transfer. This interaction is 
known as Penning ionization and can be used to develop gas mixtures with improved discharge 
characteristics. 
3.4 Equilibrium and non-equilibrium plasma 
The fundamental differentiation in plasma types is the state of thermodynamic equilibrium. Plasma in 
thermodynamic equilibrium has a standard Maxwell-Boltzmann temperature distribution and the ion 
temperature is roughly equal that of the electron temperature. This makes the plasma extremely hot 
and therefore unusable for many technical processes.  
Non-equilibrium plasma on the other hand is not in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), meaning 
Te>>Ti and Ti room temperature. Such plasmas are able to be handled with common materials, which 
has opened up their use for plasma chemical modification and deposition of and on surfaces. A highly 
dominant factor in the thermal equilibrium of plasma is the gas pressure, whereby lowering the 
pressure increases the mean free path of the particles and reduces collision frequency.  Other factors 
include transient effects (pulsed operation), gap size, electric field homogeneity and alternating field 
frequency. 
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offer extremely high electron densities and highly non-equilibrium conditions, though local heating is 
a factor due to their extremely high power densities, approaching temperatures up to 2000 K [19].  
At lower frequencies, non-equillibrum plasma can be generated by use of clever electrode 
configurations. Specifically, the barrier discharge and corona discharges are able to produce large 
volumes of plasma with relatively simple construction. Both configurations have been used in the 
industrial production of ozone and exhaust gas cleaning; the barrier discharge was applied as early as 
1857 after its invention by Werner von Siemens. Their application in more precise technical 
applications is a continuing area of research, including pre-treatment of surfaces for adhesive 
improvement and chemical deposition. These designs will be further explained in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
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4 Discharge fundamentals 
4.1 Electrostatic discharge mechanisms 
Though many subcategories exist, an electrostatic gas discharge normally falls into one of three 
regimes that describe its electrical characteristics, including the Townsend, glow and arc regimes. 
When a very weak electric field is applied over a simple two electrode geometry as in Figure 3-6, an 
electric current is produced due to the presence of background radiation induced ionizing events. 
Cosmic radiation for instance produces a free electron density of roughly 10-100 s-1·cm-3 [21]. 
Electrons in such a weak field do not, for their given energy, have sufficient time to create an ion-
electron pair before another recombines, therefore the electron density cannot multiply significantly 
and the current is limited. 
When the electric field is raised to a critical value, the Townsend regime is reached. The limit to this 
regime is quantized by the Townsend criteria as given in the following equation. 
f ^ 6
gh  9 i  (4.1) 
n this equation,  represents the ionization coefficient, which is the number of new charge carriers 
created per electron per cm in the direction of the electric field, d represents the electrode gap width in 
cm and  represents the secondary ionization coefficient contributed to by positive ions, photons, fast 
atoms and metastable atoms and molecules. The amplified current, I, can be determined by using these 
coefficients in a similar way through the following equation, where I0 is the photoelectric current 
generated at the surface of the electrode.  
:  : 
gh  f6
gh  9 (4.2) 
Once the Townsend criterion of a gas is reached, the discharge is dominated by a new mechanism 
called the avalanche effect. At this point, ionizing collisions create multiple electrons that are further 
accelerated to create further ionization. These collisions continue to multiply, generating very high 
electron densities. This region exhibits an increase in current density at a nearly constant voltage (see 
Figure 4-1). 
As the current is allowed to increase, ionizing reactions become more significant, generating further 
charge carrying pairs and moving the discharge through the subnormal, normal and abnormal glow 
regimes. As more charge carrying pairs are generated with an increase in current, the plasma 
conductivity also increases. For this reason a reduction in the discharge voltage is present. The 
operating range of the glow regime is highly dependent on gas pressure, becoming narrower at higher 
pressures. Glow discharges are very homogeneous and produce powerful optical emissions.  
At even higher currents, plasma may transition from a glow discharge to an arc. This transition is 
characterized by a further decrease in voltage due to increased plasma conductivity from increasing 
secondary ionization. The ion temperatures of arcs are very high and therefore may be referred to as 
warm (TE > 1-3eV, T0  500-2000K) or even hot (LTE). Arcs normally become inhomogeneous due 
the extremely low impedance of the plasma at these currents, which in turn generates magnetic fields 
that can generate a pinch effect. The pinch effect contracts the current paths together geometrically 
into filaments [12].  
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equation 4.4, where Va is the applied voltage. This equation neglects edge conditions and assumes a 
homogeneous electric field.   
,5   ^ jj 	 j5 (4.4)
Combing equations 4.3 and 4.4, we obtain a relationship of the voltage drop based on the relative 
geometry and the material dielectric constants in equation 4.5.  
,5   ^  	 kJ5Jl ^ k<<5l
 (4.5)

It can be seen that by applying a thick, high permittivity material for the dielectric with respect to the 
air gap, the greater the voltage will be over the discharge gap. When solving for the discharge gap 
electric field, the equation is altered slightly as shown in equation 4.6. 
,5   ^ <5 	 kJ5Jl ^ <
 (4.6)
From this equation it can be determined that with dielectric permittivity much greater than the gap 
permittivity, the dielectric thickness has less influence on the field strength. The gap thickness on the 
other hand is much more influential and the field strength will increase with reduced gap thickness.  
4.4.1 Microfilament formation 
Barrier discharges of microplasma dimensions are able to produce quasi-homogeneity due to the 
formation of microfilaments (see Figure 4-7). Though generated in the same way as larger filaments, 
microfilaments are discharges of such small dimensions that they appear to form a homogeneous “sea” 
of plasma to the human eye. The properties of microfilaments produced from such a discharge are 
strongly dependent on the gas type, pressure and gap distance. They carry very low current and are 
short lived compared to time-resolved plasma. For atmospheric pressure air with a 1 mm gap, the 
following characteristics are typical. 
 
Table 4.1 Microfilament properties in atmospheric air with an electrode gap of <1 mm [13] 
Duration 1-10 ns Total Charge 0.1-1 nC 
Filament radius 0.1 mm Electron Density 1014-1015 cm-3 
Peak Current 0.1 A Electron Energy 1-10 eV 
Current Density 100-1000 Acm-2 Gas Temperature RT 
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V   
 ^ I ^ F ^ mn"6F ^ S9 (4.10)
 
From these equations it can be determined that the higher mass of ions compared to electrons results in 
their much lower velocities and displacements. Also, by applying high frequencies, the motion of the 
ions can be trapped to within the collisional mean free path and therefore considered stationary. Low 
collision plasma dominates at low pressures, as well as high frequencies.  
In the case of collisional plasma, the average electron energy is aggressively reduced due to collisional 
friction and therefore dominated by resistive effects. Electrons in this case are able to draw energy 
from the electric field, resulting in collisional heating of ions and neutral particles. The energy balance 
of collisional plasma, as given in equation 4.11, applies an added Lorentz resistance term compared to 
equation 4.13.  
I ^ <V<S 	 I ^ P ^ <V<S  
 ^  ^ mn"6FS9 
 
(4.11)
The average collisional frequency, vc, is dependent on the gas density, ng, the collisional cross section, 
m, and the relative electron velocity, vrel: 
P  CD ^ P- ^ _ (4.12)
The relative velocity can be calculated from the temperature, Tn, and μ is the electron mobility: 
P-  p ^ M ^  (Y ^ q  (4.13)
Deriving equation 4.11, it is possible to obtain the mean velocity of particles whose paths include 
collisions in an alternating field:  
P  
 ^  ^ P ^ mn"6F ^ S9I ^ 6F 	 P9 

 ^  ^ F ^ o3m6F ^ S9I ^ 6F 	 P9  (4.14)
The particle position can be determined by a further derivation:   
V   
 ^  ^ PI ^ F ^ 6F 	 P9 ^ o3m6F ^ S9 

 ^ I ^ 6F 	 P9 ^ mn"6F ^ S9 (4.15)
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5 Fuel reforming 
Fuel reforming is a chemical processing technique by which hydrogen can be produced from 
hydrocarbons, as well as other byproducts. These reactions normally take place at elevated 
temperature (200 °C to 1200 °C) and on the surface of a selective heterogeneous catalyst materials [7]. 
The generation of synthetic gas (syngas), which is a combination of hydrogen and carbon monoxide 
gas, is a wide-spread industrial reformation process that is often used in the first step of fuel 
processing for fuel cells. The four main reforming types are partial oxidation (POX), steam reforming, 
decomposition and indirect partial oxidation (IPOX) [7]. Methane and methanol fuel are used as 
examples in each of these reactions to compare the influence of oxygen content in the hydrocarbon. 
Partial oxidation  
The POX reaction is the under-stoichiometric combustion of a fuel. POX reactions for both methane 
and methanol are presented in equations 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. By tuning the oxygen content, the 
heat of formation of these reactions can be raised or lowered with variable product output. 
Specifically, less oxygen produces lower amounts of heat and higher quality products. By raising the 
oxygen content, the reaction becomes more thermodynamically favorable, at the cost of increased 
production of inert products such as carbon dioxide and water. The heat of formation, Hf, is the 
amount of heat released (positive) or absorbed (negative) per mole of fuel in the reaction. 
js 	 tu  j 	   v  w MxyIz{ (5.1) 
j\ 	 tu  j 	   v  | MxyIz{ (5.2)
The oxygen from these reactions may also combine with hydrogen instead of carbon, thereby altering 
the products (water) and heat of formation. For this reason it is important to find optimal operating 
conditions and use selective catalysts to assure the desired products.  
Decomposition 
As mentioned in Section 2-8, endothermic reactions such as decomposition can be used to recycle 
waste heat by applying it to the heat of formation. From equation 5.3 it can be seen that the 
decomposition of methane produces carbon as a byproduct. This carbon leads to coke formation, as 
the carbon precipitates as a solid from the reaction.  
js  j 	   v  	}t MxyIz{ (5.3)
The oxygen content of methanol allows decomposition directly into carbon monoxide and hydrogen, 
as can be seen in equation 5.4, avoiding the formation of coke during the reaction and keeping the 
products in a single phase for further processing. 
j\  j 	   v  	| MxyIz{ (5.4)
Water Gas Shift 
As mentioned in Section 2-6, carbon monoxide poisoning of vulnerable fuel cell catalysts is a major 
problem when using reformed fuels. Secondary reformation steps are often needed to reduce its 
concentration. The water gas shift (WGS) reaction is used to convert carbon monoxide into carbon 
dioxide and produce further hydrogen with the addition of steam, as shown in equation 5.5.  
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j 	 u  j 	  v  X MxyIz{ (5.5)
Steam Reforming 
Through the combination of a decomposition stage and a WGS stage, purified reformate fuel can be 
produced in a single step, known as steam reforming (see equations 5.6 and 5.7). By increasing the 
ratio of water to the reactant fuel the resulting heat of formation can be made more endothermic. In the 
same way, more hydrogen is produced per mole of fuel in the product. The oxygen content of 
methanol allows for a relatively low heat of formation when compared to methane, as well as 
extremely low carbon monoxide production. 
js 	 u  j 	 X  v  	wt MxyIz{ (5.6)
j\ 	   j 	   v  	X| MxyIz{  (5.7)
Indirect Partial Oxidation 
Indirect Partial Oxidation (IPOX) reforming, also known as autothermal reforming, combines POX 
and steam reforming to gain the benefits of a more exothermal reaction than steam reforming and 
lower carbon monoxide output than is present in POX reactions (see equations 5.8 and 5.9).  
js 	  	 tu  j 	   v  }ww MxyIz{ (5.8)
j\ 	 tu 	 tu  j 	 t  v  }MxyIz{uuuuuu (5.9) 
In the same way as the steam reforming reaction, a variation in the oxygen and/or water content of the 
reactants results in an alteration in the heat of formation, with a respective increase or decrease in 
hydrogen generation per mole of fuel. A tunable reformer is extremely effective for portable systems, 
where a more exothermic reaction is used to reach operating temperature at start-up, and a more 
endothermic reaction is applied once at steady state. 
Combustion 
Though not a reforming reaction, the combustion of a fuel is extremely exothermic and when 
combined with other endothermic reactions, it can alter the thermodynamic properties of the reaction 
to allow higher reaction rates. The combustion reactions for methane and methanol are given in 
equations 5.10 and 5.11, respectively.  
js 	 u  j 	   v  pw MxIz{ (5.10)
j\ 	 tu  j 	   v  w}Xt MxyIz{ (5.11)
The difference in the heat of formation of methane combustion (equation 5.10) can be compared to the 
combustion of the 4 moles of hydrogen resulting from methane steam reformation (see equations 5.16 
and 5.12) showing the increase in efficiency obtained by thermal reformation in a high temperature 
fuel cell.  
Xu 	 u  Xu v  |w} MxyIz{ (5.12)
u 	 tu    v  }tX MxyIz{ (5.13)

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It can be seen that roughly 20% more energy is available per mole of methane fuel after reformation 
and 7.5% more is available per mole of methanol. If this energy is obtained from waste heat, it can be 
thought of as recycled and added to the overall efficiency of the system. 
5.1 Reaction rate 
In order to generate a maximum quantity of hydrogen in a thermal-based reformer with a specified 
volume for a specific time, the conditions for the reaction rate must be considered. For the reaction 
A + B  C, the following equation must be regarded.  
<~j,<S  ~j~jN (5.14)
In equation 5.14, CA and CB are the reactant concentrations and CC is the product concentration. The 
reaction rate constant, k, is determined by the Arrhenius equation as presented in equation 5.15. 
  =
  (5.15)
For this equation, A is the empirical pre-exponential factor,  is the activation energy of the reaction 
and T is the reaction temperature. It can be seen that the reaction rate is strongly dependent on the 
temperature and reaction thermodynamics. The reaction temperature can, on the other hand, have a 
negative influence on the concentration in an isobaric reactor. The ideal gas law can be rearranged as 
shown in equation 5.16 to display the reduction in concentration at higher temperatures if pressure 
remains constant. If the pressure, P, is allowed to increase with the increase in temperature, such as in 
an isochoric process, no negative impact will be present. 
j  C  ?8  (5.16)
The reactor pressure also has a positive influence on reaction rate in an isothermal reaction volume. It 
is common therefore to find reformers operating at increased pressure and temperature, increasing 
output rates for smaller volumes [8]. Though reaction rate is extremely important, the selectivity of 
specific reaction products is also influenced by the temperature and pressure and may be of equal 
importance to the reactors overall performance. 
5.2 Catalytic reforming 
As depicted in equation 5.15, chemical reaction rates are strongly dependent on the activation energy, 
being the chemical potential barrier needed to start the reaction. By altering the transition state, that is 
the chemical configuration with the highest potential energy, the activation energy can be reduced (see 
Figure 5-1). The use of specific materials, called catalysts, facilitates lower energy states. Catalyzed 
reactions therefore progress at higher rates than non-catalyzed reactions at similar temperatures and 
pressures, or at similar rates at lower temperatures and pressures. 
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Table 5.1  Various catalyst materials and their optimal temperature ranges, and required activation energies for 
thermal reformation of corresponding fuel [25] 
Fuel Catalyst Temperature (K) EA (kJ/mol) 
Methane Ni/MgO 723-823 110 
 - 623-673 60 
 Ru/(-Al2O3+MnOx) 773-1173 unkown 
Ethane Ni/MgO 723-823 76 
 - 583-623 80.6 
Propane Ni/MgO 583-623 45 
n-butane Ni/SiO2 673-723 unknown 
 Pt-Ni/ -Al2O3 603-668 80.7 
Methanol CuO/ZnO/ Al2O3 443-533 unknown 
 Cu-based (Zn, Zr, Ce, Fe, Cr) 493 unknown 
Ethanol Ru/-Al2O3 873-973 96 
 Pt-Ni/ -Al2O3 673-723 39.3 
5.3 Plasma reforming 
Dissociated molecules generated in a plasma volume are able to recombine to form new species, such 
as those mentioned in the section on reformation. Dissociation of molecules due to high energy 
electron impacts is well understood and has also been well documented (see Table 5.2). Plasma 
chemical reactions offer dynamic output over a wide temperature range and are strongly dependent on 
energy deposition. 
Dissociation Energy (DE) refers to the energy necessary to dissociate a specific molecule into resultant 
parts; it is essentially the energy necessary to break a specific chemical bond. The electron impact 
from a dissociation reaction with energy near the DE does not result in further ionization. These 
reactions therefore occur at limited rates in plasma as they are neutral or degrading to electron density 
and therefore limit breakdown mechanisms and the reaction rate. For the example of methane 
dissociation, an electron impact with energy of 4.1 eV has a negative effect on the electron density as 
it results in no ionized products while consuming an electron. An electron impact at energy of 9.0 eV 
on the other hand has a neutral effect as a single electron is produced for the consumption of single 
electron.  
At higher energies, the Appearance Energy (AE) is approached, which is the energy required to create 
a combination of an ionizing reaction as well as dissociation. At these energies, high electron densities 
are possible, while still achieving the required chemical reaction. Using the Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution of electron energy, plasma with a most probable electron energy of 4 eV would result in a 
mean electron energy of roughly 12 eV. In this way, a high rate of dissociation reactions would occur, 
with the mean energy level supporting a high rate of ionization. 
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Table 5.2 Appearance and dissociation energies of methane [2, 26] 
Ionizing Reactions  Non-Ionizing 
Reactions 
 
Product Appearance Energy 
(AE), eV 
Product Dissociation Energy 
(DE), eV 
CH4+ + 2e- 12.6 CH3 + H 4.1 
CH3+ + H + 2e- 14.3 CH3 + H + e 9.0 
CH2+ + H2 + 2e- 15.2 CH2 + H2 + e 10.0 
CH+ + H2 + H + 2e- 19.9 CH + H2 + H + e 11.0 
C+ + 2H2 + 2e- 19.6 C + 2H2 + e 12.0 
 
The energy balance of purely non-thermal dissociation based reformation of methane is important to 
determine the feasibility of such a reactor. Given the heating value of methane, a single molecule may 
produce roughly 9.2 eV of energy by pure combustion with oxygen. This value is obviously below the 
dissociation energy of 12 eV, leading to the conclusion that purely plasma based reforming is only 
possible with a separate power source.  
Thermal plasma reactors on the other hand make use of a combination of dissociation reactions with 
high temperatures, where thermal energy is used in combination to drastically reduce the energy 
requirements.  Such high temperature reactors make use of the high volume of radicals produced from 
the plasma to produce high reaction rates at relatively high efficiencies. 
5.4 Plasma promoted catalysis 
Plasma-promoted catalysis is the concept of using plasma in combination with heterogeneous 
catalysts. The combined performance of these catalysts has proven to be more than just the sum of 
their individual performance; rather a combined performance which is a multiplicative of the 
individual performances and a dynamic factor greater than one has been discovered. So called 
“synergistic” mechanisms had been theorized to exist but have only as of late become better 
understood [11]. 
Plasma-promoted catalysis can be categorized as either single-stage or two-stage. Single-stage systems 
contain a catalyst material within the plasma zone in which the plasma and catalyst directly interact 
[11]. In two-stage systems, the catalyst material is placed either upstream or downstream of the plasma 
zone and therefore only indirectly interacts with the plasma. 
5.4.1 Two-stage, plasma-promoted catalysis 
The two-stage, plasma-promoted catalysis reactor is shown in Figure 5-2. Short lived species 
generated by the plasma in a two-stage system vanish before they are able to reach the heterogeneous 
catalyst material, and are unable to dynamically interact on its surface. Dissociative side products on 
the other hand may be preferentially simpler to catalyze than the original reactant and therefore 
synergistically increase the reaction rate. A side product from methane reformation for example may 
be ethane, which when using a nickel catalyst has a reduced activation energy requirement (Table 5.1). 
This byproduct may produce an increased reformation output, and exhibit synergistic effects. 
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methane, respectfully. Due to its lower power demands, plasma-assisted reformation is applicable for 
portable, low-power reactors. 
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6 Fabrication processes 
Microtechnological fabrication offers many advantages in price, weight and volume reduction 
compared to macro-scale fabrication techniques. This is due to the large throughput available from 
batch-processing as well as the ability to generate extruded, two-dimensional structures and layer-for-
layer construction where small, planar geometries can be effectively fabricated. These geometries are 
capable of exhibiting extremely small dimensions with high tolerances. The applied 
microtechnological processing techniques for this work are thematically listed, including sputtering, 
UV depth lithography and nickel-electroplating for the fabrication of plasma electrodes and 
microfluidic channels. In this work, a tunable fabrication was preferred over a more complicated 
construction in order to allow more variation of design parameters to be evaluated with relatively fast 
redesign and re-fabrication phases. The choice of materials for the substrate, seeding layer, electrodes 
and micro-channel gasket are explained in detail, as well as their fundamental processing and 
properties. Previous work in the construction of microplasma devices at the IMT was taken into 
consideration in order to ease the initial investigation of processing parameters [28]. 
6.1 Substrate and seeding layer 
Certain specifications had to be met by the substrate material in this work, as it had to also serve as the 
dielectric material for the barrier discharge, as well as mechanically support the fabricated layers. The 
material had to therefore be electrically insulating, mechanically stable, have a high dielectric strength 
and be thermally and chemically resistant. These properties lead in the direction of ceramics, though 
very robust polymer materials would also be applicable. Table 6.1 gives the properties of various 
materials available with matching specifications. 
 
Table 6.1 Properties of various substrate materials [29] 
Material Dielectric 
Strength 
Thermal 
Conductivity 
Relative 
Permittivity 
Degradation 
Temperature 
Aluminum oxide-
Al2O3  
 
16.7 kV/mm 
 
24 W/m·K 
 
9.8 
 
Very high 
 
Aluminum nitride 
AlN 
 
16 kV/mm 180 W/m·K 9.0 Very high 
Borosilicate 
glass-SiO2, B2O3 
16 kV/mm 1.2 W/m·K 4.6 400-500°C 
 
Though all three materials offer adequate properties, aluminum oxide, also known as alumina, was 
chosen due to its robust mechanical and thermal properties compared to borosilicate glass, as well as 
affordability compared to aluminum nitride. These properties make it suitable for long term operation 
in a harsh plasma environment. For this design, the option of substituting aluminum nitride for higher 
thermal conductivity was left open, as processing techniques match those for aluminum oxide.  
Sintered alumina (96%), wafers were selected with a diameter of 4” (~100 mm). Due to the brittle 
nature of the material, thicknesses of 0.5 and 0.65 mm were ordered as thinner wafers proved difficult 
to handle, often shattering during processing. Wafers were first cleaned of all organic materials using a 
H2O2/H2SO4 mixture, also called Piranha solution, and subsequently dehydrated on a hotplate. This 
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process was used to ensure the removal of all organic materials from the surface and allow optimum 
adhesion of structured layers onto the cleaned surface.  
An initial chrome (20 nm) adhesion and subsequent copper (200 nm) seeding layer for electroplating 
was sputtered (Ardenne Anlagentechnik LS440S) onto the surface of the ceramic wafer. Chrome has 
excellent adhesion properties with various substrate materials and with a proper combination of the 
deposition power; layers with low internal stress could be produced. Copper was chosen as a seeding 
layer, due to the relative simplicity of selective etching when conducted in concert with other metals, 
making it easy to remove after the electroplating processes were completed. The high conductivity of 
copper is also an advantage for electrical contacting in electro-plating procedures. 
6.2 UV depth lithography 
The use of UV depth lithography is an intricate aspect of microtechnology that allows the masking and 
generation of structures with defined two dimensional geometries which are extruded into the third 
dimension. This is accomplished by the deposition of thick-film photosensitive layers, known as a 
photoresists, onto the surface of a substrate.  The photoresists are then selectively exposed to 
ultraviolet light through a photo mask. Thick-film resists have been developed to allow fabrication of 
electroplating molds. For this work, the application of both positive resists (one which becomes 
chemically soluble after exposure) and negative resists (one which becomes chemically insoluble after 
exposure) are applied.  
Both negative and positive type photoresists have specific mechanical and chemical properties that 
make them useful for different microtechnological tasks [29]. In this work, a positive resist, AZ 9260, 
and a negative resist, SU-8, were chosen for their advantageous properties as both an electroplating 
mask and structural microfluidic component, respectively.  
6.2.1 AZ photoresist 
The AZ type photoresist is a mixture based on diazonaphthoquinone (DNQ) and phenol formaldehyde 
resin (novolac), where DNQ acts initially as a dissolution inhibitor. When exposed to, in the case of 
this work, I-line (365 nm) radiation, the resist is able to be rapidly dissolved in a basic sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH) solution. Due to the distribution of photo-initiators throughout the thickness of the 
resist, the patterning of high aspect ratios is limited [28].  
The processing of AZ photoresist, namely AZ 9260, was widely used in this work and its processing is 
well-established. AZ photoresist has a good chemical and mechanical stability in many environments, 
including electrolytic baths for electroplating of, in particular, copper and nickel. It is also extremely 
easy to strip after completion of such processes due to its susceptibility to certain organic solvents, 
such as acetone. 
AZ 9260 can be fabricated with aspect ratios of up to 10:1 and thicknesses of over 56 μm are possible 
with multiple layering steps, though vertical walls are not possible as may be desired for electroplating 
molds. For this work, a single 23 μm thick layer was applied by spin coating at 600 rpm. The layer 
was subsequently exposed to I-line radiation through a photomask and developed in a NaOH solution. 
6.2.2 SU-8 photoresist 
SU-8 is a negative tone, epoxy-based photoresist that allows the fabrication of structures with 
extremely high aspect ratios of up to 40:1, as well as almost vertical side walls. SU-8 is able to create a 
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highly cross-linked polymer with a total of eight functional sites. Along with the SU-8 monomer, a 
triarylsulfonium salt is used as a photo-initiator and -butyrolactone (GBL) as the solvent. Due to its 
high viscosity, SU-8 can be spun coat in thick layers of up to several 100s of μm.  
In its cross-linked form, SU-8 has a relatively high thermal and mechanical stability (see Table 6.2), as 
well as high chemical resistance. It does not readily dissolve in normal organic solvents or in many 
strong acid or base solutions. Its properties make SU-8 a very effective structural material for micro-
components, including microchannels, gaskets and load-bearing structures. 
 
Table 6.2 Properties of SU-8 photoresist in cross-linked form [31] 
Property Value 
Modulus of Elasticity, E 4.02 GPa 
Glass Transition Temperature (Tg) >200 °C 
Degradation Temperature (Td) ~380 °C 
Thermal Conductivity 0.2 W/m*K 
Permittivity (	) 4.5 @ 10 MHz 
Dielectric Strength 40 MV/m 
 
SU-8 was structured to either 150 μm by spin coating a single layer at 900 rpm and evaporating the 
solvent (soft bake) for 3 hours, or to 300 μm by applying a subsequent layer and soft baking for 
another 6 hours. After subsequent ultra-violet (UV) exposure and development in a Propylene Glycol 
Ether Acetate (PGMEA) solution, a nearly permanent structure is created, therefore removal of SU-8 
can prove challenging. 
OmniCoat has been developed in the last several years for the removal of SU-8 layers. Omnicoat is 
applied as an initial, thin sacrificial layer that is able to be selectively stripped, thereby releasing the 
SU-8 layer structured on top of it. Compared to previous methods of SU-8 removal [28], the use of a 
polymer sacrificial layer simplifies the process drastically as it uses a standard spin-coating procedure. 
The OmniCoat layer is stripped in an n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent, allowing the lift-off of 
the SU-8 mask layer. 
6.3 Electroplating 
6.3.1 Fundamentals of electroplating 
Electroplating is a metal deposition process in which metal cations, such as copper or nickel, reduce 
from an electrolyte bath onto the surface of a conducting electrode through the application of electric 
fields. The part to be coated serves as the cathode of the electric circuit; while a metal target serves as 
the anode (see Figure 6-1). The electrolyte bath consists of metal salts, as well as other ions to allow 
the flow of an applied direct current and the transport the metal ions from the oxidized anode to the 
cathode. Metal concentration in the electrolyte is held relatively constant by a balance of reduction and 
oxidation reactions at both the cathode and anode surfaces.  
In this work, nickel was electroplated onto the surface of the sputtered copper seeding layer. The 
electrolyte bath was an acidic nickel sulfate solution and was heated to 50 °C during electroplating in 
order to reduce electrolyte resistance, as well as improve anode oxidation [28]. Nickel ions in the 
sulfate bath were mainly transported as hydrated ions, where the dipolar water molecules were able to 
align themselves in order to balance the nickel ion’s charge.  
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7 Reactor design 
7.1 Signal generation 
A central theme in the design of the reactor in this work was the integration of commercially available 
electronics with minimal mass and volume, for the generation of high electric field strengths needed 
for an atmospheric pressure plasma discharge. To date, most microplasmas continue to require desktop 
sized transformers and power conditioning. For this reason a product search was conducted to 
determine possible portable options that require a simple low voltage direct current power supply. The 
operating frequencies and output voltages from the generators found in this way were then used as the 
design limits for the reactor.  
Two alternating-current, high-voltage power sources were found that were applicable to this reactor 
concept. Both consisted of a ferrite-core transformer supplied by a harmonic oscillator circuit with a 
common emitter amplifier. The ferrite-core transformer is similar to those found in switched mode 
power supplies. Such transformers offer the possibility of high efficiency coupling at high frequencies, 
due to low hysteresis (low coercivity) and low eddy current losses (high resistivity) [34]. The high 
frequencies (20-100 kHz) produced by these generators match the common operating frequencies of 
barrier discharges. The simplicity of this circuit construction allows for extremely compact 
construction and output voltages of over 3.5 kV, while requiring only a 12 V input. 
7.2 Reactor configuration 
Two initial reactor designs were developed in order to test different electrode configurations and their 
effect on the discharge properties and stability. Reactor size and volume was chosen arbitrarily for 
these two versions, with a focus on increased output per substrate in the fabrication step. Focus was 
also put on the testing of multiple processing techniques and their influence on functionality and 
reactor performance. Evaluating the durability of the reactors under long term operation in harsh 
plasma environments and pressurized gas flow was the main priority of these tests. 
7.2.1 Discharge version 1 
The initial version of the plasma discharge (v.1) applied inhomogeneous electrode geometry with 
properties of a corona discharge, which was independent of the grounded electrode. This concept was 
conceived in order to determine the feasibility of a stacked layout. The design was specifically created 
to develop highly localized electric fields, in order to increase the mean electron energy while 
maintaining a low overall energy requirement. A glass wafer was coated with copper to serve as the 
dielectric and grounded electrode, respectively. Structured SU-8 was used to develop the gasket 
between the high voltage electrodes and the glass dielectric (see Figure 7-1). 
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8.2 Residence time 
In order to assure sufficient reaction time for the final plasma reactor, the residence time of the gas in 
reactor must be on the order of the lifetimes and reaction times of the radicals and vibrational states 
induced by common atmospheric pressure cold plasma. The optimum residence time of the gas in the 
reaction chamber can be acquired by altering the reactor geometry and therefore the speed of the gas 
through the system. As can be seen in Table 8.1, excitation and ionization of the gas takes place within 
a single streamer lifetime and must therefore occur many times during the gas residence time. The 
reforming chemistry on the other hand may take up to several orders of magnitude longer (μs to ms).  
 
Table 8.1 Relative time scales for the various kinetic mechanisms in a plasma chemical reaction [10] 
Reaction type Time scale 
Electron energy relaxation ps to ns 
Ionization, excitation, dissociation ns to 100s of ns 
Ion and free radical chemistry 100s of ns to ms 
 
Under normal atmospheric conditions with methane gas, the lifetime of vibrationally excited methane 
species is on the order of 10s of μs [10]. The CH3 radical is the only product from methane 
reformation in plasma with a longer lifetime than these species. Its presence is related to dissociative 
plasma chemical reactions, which are energy intensive and are hoped to be limited. A residence time 
of no less than 10 μs is desirable to allow the production and reaction of vibrational species. Longer 
reaction times would assure more complete reactions, as the adsorption of these species onto catalyst 
surfaces is also time limited. 
8.3 Electric field simulation 
An electrostatic simulation was implemented to obtain a more detailed view of the electric field 
strength and the subsequent areas of breakdown (see Figure 8-2). The freeware Finite Element Method 
Magnetics (FEMM) 4.2 software package was applied to a two-dimensional planar model of the MSD 
reactor. In this way the cross-sectional view of the electric field along the length of the electrode could 
be visualized.  
The permittivity values for the aluminum oxide substrate, SU-8 channel and polycarbonate end plate 
were loaded into the program and used to label their subsequently modeled geometries. A high voltage 
boundary condition of 1500 V was applied to the upper electrode, while the ground electrode was set 
to 0 V.  
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To determine the generator power loss, the current was recorded in unloaded form (open circuit) and 
in loaded form at four different voltages for both high voltage generators (see Table 8.2 and 8.3). In 
“no-load” condition, eddy current and hysteresis loss in the transformer are the main causes of power 
loss. The efficiency value relates the amount of power coupled to electrons in the plasma. 
 
Table 8.2 Measured efficiencies and outputs of the X-8 high voltage generator at various input settings 
Input 
Voltage 
(V) 
Output 
Voltage 
(kV) 
Unloaded 
Current 
(A) 
Loaded 
Current 
(A) 
Plasma 
Current 
(A) 
Generator 
Power 
(W) 
Plasma 
Power 
(W) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
8 1 0.285 0.288 0.003 2.34 0.024 1.0 
10 1.5 0.378 0.385 0.008 3.78 0.08 2.1 
12 2 0.324 0.470 0.146 3.88 1.72 45.2 
 
The X-8 power supply displayed an extremely narrow operating band at which reasonable efficiencies 
could be expected, specifically at maximum voltage input. Such an operation is not plausible where 
the tuning of plasma power is desired. The X-8 offers the advantage of low volume (37 mm x 29 mm 
x 60 mm), and produces sufficient voltage for discharge in the MSD reactor.  
 
Table 8.3 Measured efficiencies and outputs of the MINIMAX7 high voltage generator at various input settings 
Input 
Voltage 
(V) 
Output 
Voltage 
(kV) 
Unloaded 
Current 
(A) 
Loaded 
Current 
(A) 
Plasma 
Current 
(A) 
Generator 
Power 
(W) 
Plasma 
Power 
(W) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
8 2 0.165 0.270 0.105 2.16 0.85 39.3 
10 2.5 0.193 0.356 0.163 3.56 1.63 45.8 
12 3 0.217 0.433 0.216 5.19 2.59 49.9 
15 3.5 0.255 0.555 0.300 8.32 4.50 54.1 
 
The MINIMAX7 produced a much wider efficient operating band compared to the X-8. Efficiency 
proved to increase as output was raised, but operation could be tuned based on plasma conditions 
without drastic efficiency loss. Compared to the X-8, the MINIMAX7 is larger (38 mm x 30 mm x 
120 mm), though the length could be reduced (~70 mm) as much of its volume is an oversized heat 
sink.  
Initially, the optical excitation was inspected by eye to determine the form of the breakdown with 
respect to homogeneity and intensity at various applied voltages (see Figure 8-5). The discharge 
distinctly began as a corona breakdown around the pointed end of the high voltage electrode. As the 
voltage was increased, the discharge began to occur along the entire electrode, though in an 
inhomogeneous manner. At even higher voltages (3 kV) the entire channel became filled with 
homogeneous plasma. The excitation intensity was clearly increased with higher output voltages, and 
was prominent around the pointed end of the electrode. 
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Figure 8-15 Images of the channel side (left) and ground electrode side (right) enclosure 
plates after extended plasma operation 
8.7 High temperature operation 
In order to allow long term operation at the elevated temperatures created by the plasma, a 
mechanically strong, high-temperature-stable material had to be chosen to replace the polycarbonate. 
No easily machineable, affordable, insulating (thermal and electrical) and transparent material was 
discovered that could replace polycarbonate. Therefore, the advantage of a transparent material had to 
be sacrificed. Many polymer materials are insulating and offer machinability and high strength, but are 
usually limited to low temperature operation. Several ceramic materials also exist that are compatible 
with high temperatures, have high strength and may be machined, but are generally expensive.  
A product search led to choosing composite materials, specifically a synthetic bonded resin paper 
(SRBP) and glass-fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP). The SRBP offered better machinability and lower 
price, while the GFRP offered much higher operating temperatures and flexural strength. The 
properties of polycarbonate and a machinable glass-mica composite are compared in Table 8.4. 
 
Table 8.4 Properties of various construction materials for application as MSD reactor enclosure plates [36] 
Material Thermal Index Flexural Strength Price 
Polycarbonate 70 °C 85.7 MPa Low 
SRBP 90 °C 155 MPa Low 
GFRP 
Glass-Mica 
180 ° C 
800 °C 
379 MPa 
93.1 MPa 
High 
Very High 

Enclosures made from both materials were constructed in the same form as that of polycarbonate, i.e. 
that of reactor version 2b (see Figure 8-15). The SRBP enclosure showed no deterioration when the 
reactor was operated at room temperature. When the inlet gas was heated to ~100 °C on the other 
hand, a small deformation was discovered on the channel side plate. The substrate side plate on the 
other hand exhibited no deformation that could be determined by eye or touch.  Ash build up was also 
found on the channel side plate, which was a byproduct of the reformation reaction. The ash could 
easily be washed away. 
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Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
For quantitative analysis of the reaction product, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy is an 
extremely effective tool.  The FTIR spectrometer is used for detecting molecules by utilizing a range 
of infrared radiation to induce vibrational modes. These vibrational modes also induce low energy 
rotational modes, and only molecules that produce a change in their dipole moment in their vibrational 
transition are active for detection by infrared methods. The intensity of the radiation transmitted 
through the material is dependent on the absorbance of the molecule at a particular wavenumber, 
which peaks at its vibrational mode. Resulting spectra are therefore unique and allow direct detection 
by comparison to known peak values. For these experiments a Michelson interferometer type 
spectrometer (Equinox 55, Bruker) was used to detect the vibrational and rotational spectrum of 
carbon monoxide. 
The spectrometer made use of a long path gas cell that was filled to 35 mbar with product gas. This 
cell used a White cell configuration [23], allowing multiple passes of the detecting IR radiation by 
reflecting passes with a two mirror layout. In this layout, low concentration samples could be analyzed 
due to the extreme detection length. For the analysis in this work, an optical path length of 4 m was 
used, which proved a good compromise between signal intensity and noise due to refraction.  
A Globar (silicon carbide) radiation source was used in combination with an interference filter to 
produce IR radiation with a wavelength of roughly 4-15 μm. A cryogenically cooled MCT (mercury 
cadmium telluride) detector was used to detect radiation in this range, where it is specifically sensitive. 
Scans were conducted between 500 and 5000 cm-1 at a resolution of 0.5 cm-1. The interferograms were 
Fourier transformed immediately after detection using the measurement software OPUS.  
 
Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer 
Another portion of the product gas was lead to the QMS, where the internal pressure was regulated to 
9.9x10-6 mbar. The QMS (QME 200 Prisma, Pfeifer) is able to detect molecules based on their mass to 
charge ratio (m/z), and is therefore ideal for the detection of molecules without characteristic IR peaks, 
as well as IR inactive molecules, such as hydrogen. 
The QMS uses four conducting rods that are supplied with a radio frequency voltage and are used to 
focus the previously ionized gas flowing between them. A direct current is also applied differentially 
across the rods in order to deflect the ions along the magnetic field lines. Due to their various 
momentums, ions of lower mass are deflected more across the electric field. This device can be used 
effectively for the detection of hydrocarbons, though overlapping signals from other hydrocarbon 
species is problematic. Due to the overlap of monatomic oxygen at the m/z of 16 for example, 
methane had to be detected through a produced radical of CH3+, which has an m/z of 15. 
9.1 Measurement calibration 
Both the QMS and FTIR analysis offered arbitrary signals for varying concentrations of product. It 
was therefore necessary to calibrate the devices for the substances to be examined during the analysis. 
This was done by flowing unreacted mixtures of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon monoxide and methane 
and acquiring their output intensities based on their respective concentrations. 
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9.1.2 FTIR calibration 
The C-O stretch of carbon monoxide produces several rotational peaks. For the calibration of the FTIR 
analysis the transmitted intensity at a single absorbance peak, Ipreak, at a wavenumber of 2103.23 cm-1 
was compared at concentration levels of 0.15 to 0.5%. Due to offsets in the detection of the intensity, 
values of transmittance higher than 100% were detected. Therefore, a transmitted intensity reference 
value, Iref, was applied where nearly negligible noise in the signal existed. This value was taken at 
1976.68 cm-1. The corrected intensity of the transmitted infrared radiation, IT, could be calculated by 
the following equation [23]. 
    -v 	 G (9.4)
The transmission of radiation by a specific gas can be related to the gas concentration, C, by the Beer-
Lambert law as presented in Equation 9.5. 
   .,  (9.5)
This relationship exhibits an exponential decay. In this equation, I0 represents the incident radiation 
intensity, L, the light path length and  the absorption coefficient. An exponential decay trend was 
therefore fitted to the values obtained from the FTIR analysis of carbon monoxide. Equation 9.5 could 
then be rearranged to obtain the gas concentration with respect to the transmission intensity as given in 
the following equation. 
  _ {C ::  (9.6)
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js 	    u 	  j 	 p j v  	tp MxyIz{ (9.8)
js 	    u 	 X j 	 w j v  	} MxyIz{ (9.9)
Though higher overall flow rates were developed with these reactions, the residence times remained 
nearly constant, varying from 20 μs for the O/C=0 reaction, to 22 μs for the O/C=0.2 and 24 μs for the 
O/C=0.4 reactions. Alterations in results due to this small change in flow rates were neglected.  
Lastly, the presence and absence of a heterogeneous catalyst (see section 8.6) was used to again alter 
the activation energy of the reaction. The impact of each of these variables is presented based on the 
resulting methane and oxygen conversion, hydrogen and carbon monoxide production and energy 
efficiency. The possible presence of additional products and the impact of synergistic effects are also 
discussed. 
9.3 Hydrogen Production 
The hydrogen production was first evaluated based on its concentration in the product gas of a 
dissociation reaction compared to the concentration of methane at varying plasma powers, as well as 
in the presence of a heterogeneous catalyst. The results of gas concentrations are compared between a 
much shorter residence time of 20 μs to that of a much longer 70 μs (see Figure 9-6).  
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present the hydrogen selectivity with the reactant conversion. In this case methane conversion is 
related by equation 9.10. 
jsujzCP
7zCu69  jsujzCe
CSS7zC 7C 69  js jzCe
CSS7zCuzSu69 (9.10)
For O/C=0 reactions, the inlet methane concentration was 100%, therefore relating simply to the outlet 
concentration. For partial oxidation reactions on the other hand, the inlet concentration varied from 
83% to 91% for O/C=0.4 and O/C=0.2 reactions, respectively.  
The selectivity of hydrogen production with respect to methane as a reactant is given by the following 
equation, which relates the produced hydrogen to the available hydrogen from the methane reactant 
[4]. 
u
{
eS7P7S  u Iz{
uz d<z
C SzI 7C  z<e
<Iz{
uzud<z
C SzI 
eS
< zI js   (9.11)
As can be seen in figure 9-8, the residence time of the reaction has a strong influence on the hydrogen 
selectivity. The selectivity is more than doubled by an increase in the residence time from 20 to 70 μs, 
in the same way as the methane conversion. A strong relationship to plasma power is again 
discovered, resulting in nearly no hydrogen selectivity at zero plasma power input to over 4% for 2 W 
of input power for a 70 μs residence time.  
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evaporator would be beneficial to allow the heated fuel to reach a constant pressure before reaching 
analysis equipment.  
10.2 Catalytic combustor 
When working with portable fuel cells it is important to continually integrate components to further 
reduce the size, complexity, cost and weight of the overall system. In a HT-PEMFC, such as that of 
the MIMEMIZ project, the major component adding to these factors was that of the thermal 
management system. During start-up of the fuel cell specifically, an evaporator and electric heater was 
needed to bring the methanol fuel into a gaseous state, a catalytic combustor was also needed to 
produce the necessary heat to warm the fuel cell and incoming fuel and a heat exchanger was needed 
to manage the resulting temperatures.  
In order to reduce the necessary components of the system, it was proposed to integrate both the 
catalytic combustor and reformer into a single part. During warm-up of the cell, a high ratio of oxygen 
would be mixed into the incoming fuel, creating a highly exothermic reaction. In the same way as its 
reformer operation, the presence of plasma would support and catalyze the reaction of the components 
and allow combustion to begin at relatively low temperatures. As the system would heat to near 
operating temperature, the ratio of oxygen to fuel would be reduced and the combustor would begin to 
function as a partial oxidation reformer, and finally as either a steam reformer or dissociation 
reformer. 
10.3 Corrosion resistance 
In order to reduce fuel cell system volume compared to other common fuel cell systems, the 
MIMEMIZ project chose to apply hydraulically pressed stainless steel bipolar plates with thicknesses 
in the range of 100 μm [6], which is at least an order of magnitude thinner than common graphite 
plates which have lower mechanical strength. The disadvantage of using stainless steel compared to 
graphite is that of low corrosion resistance. Since the electrolyte of a fuel cell is normally very acid or 
very basic, it poses a very corrosive environment. For this reason, a corrosion resistance layer was 
coated onto the flow plates of each cell in the MIMEMIZ fuel cell stack.  
The high temperature of the phosphoric acid electrolyte also increased the corrosion of the stainless 
steel flow plates (bipolar plates). For this reason, the corrosion resistance layer proved significantly 
important. Gold was chosen due to its highly cathodic nature and ease of coating using simple 
electroplating techniques. On the other hand, it posed a large cost factor which was extremely negative 
for the marketability of the fuel cell.  
The galvanic series (Table 10.1) is a list of the metals and semi-metals based on their resistance to 
corrosion. Though this list varies depending on the type of electrolyte, the general trend remains 
unchanged, with noble metals being the most cathodic (corrosion resistant). This list was used to 
determine which other materials could be used as a corrosion resistance layer, whose cost was much 
lower than that of noble metals. Specifically, graphite was the only option that posed a serious 
advantage compared to stainless steel or gold.  
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11 Summary and Outlook 
This work presented a promising approach to the portable generation of hydrogen, which, if carefully 
optimized, should be able to be seamlessly integrated into a portable fuel cell. The application of 
plasma offers the advantage of reduced reforming temperatures, matching it to the operating 
temperature of a HT-PEM fuel cell. Though only the reformation of methane was investigated in this 
work, the possibility of reforming fuels with even higher energy densities that may allow ever 
extended operating times is also plausible. 
Several simple steps could be made in the near future to further verify several unknown variables of 
the MSD reactor under operation with methane. The analysis of various hydrocarbon byproducts, such 
as ethane, would give substantial insight into byproduct pathways. An increase in reaction temperature 
to several hundred degrees Celsius would also confirm an increase in hydrogen selectivity and 
methane conversion, thereby allowing a reference point for investigation with other fuels.  
In order to truly realize the goals set out in this dissertation, the design must be further miniaturized 
and integrated to allow ease of application in a fuel cell system. Operation of the reactor in a pulsed 
mode, and variation of signal frequency must also be examined. The electronic components required 
for signal generation must also be integrated and miniaturized to fit together with the reactor on a 
single circuit board. Various catalysts must also be tested to realize the highest fuel conversion and 
selectivity of hydrogen possible. To make such an investigation realistic, the use of a gas 
chromatographer (GC) is necessary, which would allow ease of reformate analysis and operation with 
liquid fuels.  
Operation with methanol was the ultimate goal for this project study. Basic calculations based on 
methanol heat capacity and vibrational energy levels have suggested that reformation values similar to 
those obtained by thermal processes during the MIMEMIZ project may be possible at temperatures as 
low as 80 to 180 °C when applying plasma-assisted catalysis. If the former value were to be correct, 
operation with low temperature PEM fuel cells would also be feasible, expanding the application of 
such fuel processing methods.  
Results have shown that by operating at decreased reduced electric fields higher efficiencies can be 
expected. In order to obtain these lowered reduced field strengths, mixtures of noble gases or pulsed 
power operation are effective. Pulsed operation would use a fast rising pulse to induce breakdown and 
create a high electron density, where a direct current would be continuously applied to induce the 
optimum reduced electric field. The form and timing of the pulse must be optimized to ensure the 
highest G-values.  
As the catalyzed reactions are limited by the available surface area, a larger utilization of the substrate 
area could be investigated. A wider channel would allow more catalyst area to be created and the 
plasma to distribute itself more greatly. Further reduction in reactor volume is also expected if the 
required voltages for discharge are subsequently reduced. This reduction can be expected with the 
application of thinner dielectric materials, such as those generated by selective anodizing of aluminum 
alloy materials. Aluminum oxide can in this way be structured onto an aluminum support to 
thicknesses below the 500 μm used in this work, without sacrificing material stability. The thickness 
can be produced up to 100 μm, which is above the value needed to hinder dielectric breakdown. 
Purely non-thermal dissociation-based reforming of fuels is extremely energy consuming when 
compared to thermal catalytic reformation.  To date, only thermal plasma and plasma-assisted 
reformation has been able to combine the required temperature and excited molecule states necessary 
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for efficient reformation of fuel. An understanding of system kinetics is currently in its initial stages 
but, when applying recycled heat from integrated power sources, an even higher efficiency from 
plasma-assisted reformers can be expected. This is extremely interesting for the field of portable 
electronics, where energy efficiency is of the utmost importance. 
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